The Connecticut Data Collaborative is a collaborative public-private effort to improve the quality of and access to policy related data in the state.

**Collaborative Goals**
- **Advocacy** Advocating for the public availability of all state data to inform public debate and to drive planning, policy, budgeting and decision making in state government.
- **Standards** Promoting and modeling use of data standards around privacy, interoperability, data definitions and quality.
- **Access** Meeting demands for public access to data through the Collaborative’s data portal, CTData.org, and the associated Connecticut Nonprofit Strategy Platform.
- **Building Capacity** Creating opportunities for Collaborative and peer support in data development and use both online and in person.

**Data Sources**
- CT Department of Children and Families
- CT Department of Developmental Services
- CT Department of Public Health
- CT Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection
- CT Department of Social Services
- CT Department of Policy and Management
- CT Department of Education
- CT Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services
- U.S. Census

Explore another project of the Collaborative:
**Connecticut Nonprofit Strategy Platform:**
Data and Tools for Collaboration & Communication
cnonprofitstrategyplatform.org

CTData.org | Changing the Way Connecticut Uses Data

**Visualize State and Town Data or Load Your Own Custom Datasets**

**Browse & Visualize 1000+ Indicators**
- Expand subject areas to view disaggregations
- Visualize Indicators or view Metadata

**Create Customized Community Profiles**
- Select any town to compare to the State
- Add over 1000 indicators to a profile
- View quick graphs and charts
- Save profiles for later updating
- Unique URL for sharing or embedding

Founding Member of the Open Indicators Consortium, sponsors of Weave Open Source Data Visualization software developed at UMass Lowell (oicweave.org). Collaborating with the Connecticut State Data Center at UConn.

Initial development supported by the Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities Authority, the Graustein Memorial Fund, and the Connecticut Early Childhood Education Cabinet. Sustaining funding is provided by the State of Connecticut, the Graustein Memorial Fund, and the Grossman Family Foundation.